MARKING system
THERMOMARK LINE
THERMOMARK LINE
The easy way of printing

THERMOMARK LINE is the new, user-friendly marking system.
Two printers – the THERMOMARK CARD and the THERMOMARK ROLL – print labels, plastic labels, and shrink sleeves quickly and easily.
Individually strong, but together unbeatable: With each of the thermal transfer printers, you can label terminal blocks, wires or devices. When using both printers together, you can label any application flexibly and inexpensively.

MARKING BOX
Select a complete system consisting of the THERMOMARK CARD, THERMOMARK ROLL and the pre-configured notebook. No installation, no setup. Connect the devices via USB and you're ready to go.
MARKING BOX DE
Order No. 5147100
MARKING BOX EN
Order No. 5147101

MARKING BOX
You can also order the printers individually.
THERMOMARK CARD
Order No. 5146464
THERMOMARK ROLL
Order No. 5146477

Wide range of materials
More than 600 different marking materials for all terminals, conductors, cables and equipment.

Perfect printing quality
A print resolution of 300 dpi ensures that even the smallest font sizes up to a height of to 1.6 mm are perfectly legible.

Easy to operate
A large touch panel and easily understandable text messages provide the highest convenience in operation.

8 sec./card
Further information on the products presented here and on the world of solutions from Phoenix Contact can be found at www.phoenixcontact.net/catalog

Or contact us directly.

PHOENIX CONTACT GmbH & Co. KG
Flachsmarktstraße 8
32825 Blomberg, Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 52 35 3-00
Fax: +49 (0) 52 35 3-4 12 00
E-Mail: info@phoenixcontact.com
www.phoenixcontact.com